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Welcome
Issue 23 is a hard act to follow but you won’t be disappointed
with this new edition of Cross Section. Here you’ll find the
latest collection of news stories and detailed descriptions of
Fugro’s projects, technologies and expertise. From a range
of contrasting environments - the skies above the Canadian
Arctic, the world’s onshore pipelines and the seabed off
the coast of Australia - our engineers, surveyors, observers,
developers and oceanographers share their knowledge and
descriptive reports.
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Another mix of interesting material which I hope will keep you
absorbed until the next issue.
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About Cross Section

On the cover

We are pleased to publish Cross Section Magazine for customers and other
readers worldwide. Most of the articles are written by Fugro personnel who
are, or have been, closely involved with the technology or project described;
we invite you to contact them for further information using the email address
included with the relevant article.

Serving the oil and gas and
renewables industries, Fugro’s
dedicated MMO and PAM
teams can be found on decks
and in instrument rooms of
vessels operating in diverse
global locations. Their
professional services enable
Fugro to support the
continued development
of the world’s natural
resources whilst ensuring offshore seismic
activities do not adversely affect marine life.

Subscribe
Sign-up online to receive email alerts when new issues of Cross
Section are published. You can also view previous issues in our online
archive or download PDF copies: www.crosssection-online.com
Alternatively scan the code using your smartphone.

Tell us what you think

Protected Species Observer
Remotely Operated Vehicle

Innovation is also evident in Fugro’s longest running offshore
construction support project in Australia. With challenging
tolerances calling for a high degree of accuracy, Fugro came up
with an innovative solution – one which is equally suitable for
wider applications and transferrable to industries beyond oil
and gas.
Finally, from America’s first offshore wind farm to the world’s
largest, you can learn about Fugro’s multi-disciplinary roles in the
development of both of these significant renewables projects.
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Among the superlatives appearing in this collection, there’s
the largest ocean bottom seismic acquisition contractor in
the world. Focussing on the development and production
phases of oil and gas fields, Fugro’s new joint venture, Seabed
Geosolutions, delivers innovative solutions and a full spectrum
of services.

We welcome your feedback on any aspect of the magazine or website
and encourage you to send us your comments by email:
crosssection@fugro.com
COPYRIGHT
Material in this magazine may not be reproduced without written permission from Fugro.
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Fugro provides the people, equipment, expertise and technology that support the exploration,
development, production and transportation of the world’s natural resources. Clients are provided
with the technical data and information required to design, construct and maintain structures and
infrastructure in a safe, reliable and efficient manner.
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‘GO-ANYWHERE’
New road profiler for Canada’s MTO
In the first quarter of 2013, Canada’s Ministry
of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) became
the first purchaser of the newly launched
ARAN 7000. Fugro’s uniquely portable,
lightweight, hitch-mounted road profiler
has been fully re-engineered.
The ARAN 7000 can accommodate up to nine
laser sensors for collecting rutting, texture,
roughness/smoothness and faulting data with
high repeatability. As an efficient field data
acquisition system, the equipment comprises
an intuitive user interface that delivers
engineering reports in real time as well as

supporting GPS and video capture. Extra
features include easy set-up and a flight-ready
case for transporting the system between
job sites.
MTO’s investment in the road profiling
system will assist the Ministry in achieving
its goals and meet testing demands, such as
collection of pavement performance, warranty
assessment data for contract conformance
and regional project needs including additional
data collection.
email > roadware@fugro.com

WHAT’S NEW?

“If pavement analysis
goals change, the
ARAN 7000 can be
easily reconfigured to
meet those goals.
This high speed
profiler, with stopstart-slow intelligent
roughness algorithms
and portable flight
case, enables the
collection of accurate
pavement data at any
speed, anywhere.”
David Lowe
Managing Director,
Fugro Roadware

oad Profiler
ARAN 7000 R



 eets the standards for a “Class 1” profiler, as defined
M
in ASTM E-950-94



Is certified by the Texas Transportation Institute



Provides data export to various formats including *.ERD for Proval



Meets calibration requirements of MTO LS-296 Rev. No. 27



Is cost effective, robust, flexible and rapidly deployed

SPECIALIST GEOTECHNICAL WORKSHOP
Following the deadly earthquake which struck
Christchurch, New Zealand, in February 2011
and the year-long earthquake swarm which
followed, there has been great demand for
high quality geotechnical information. Fugro
is actively contributing to the city’s rebuild
and recently hosted a CPT workshop attended
by more than 30 members of Christchurch’s
geotechnical community. The importance of
acquiring high-quality data was demonstrated
and the attendees were given the opportunity
to compare soil cores with CPT data collected
during the workshop.
email > g.depascale@fugro-geotech.co.nz
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SMART, SMARTER,
SMARTEST

Predicting levee failure using real-time dike strength analysis

Dutch Water Authorities and international
research institutes were impressed by Fugro
during large scale levee tests by the IJkdijk
foundation, the innovative dike monitoring
organisation. The ‘All-in-One Sensor Validation
Test’ was conducted on purpose-built fullscale dikes in Booneschans, The Netherlands.
Participating in the validation tests alongside
over fifty private organisations and a number
of research institutes, Fugro applied a multiclient monitoring information system that
presents monitoring data and real-time dike
strength analysis.
With the aim of validating sensor technology,
data interpretation and visualisation systems,
three levees were artificially brought to failure
during the experiment. Fugro engineers had
to predict if, when and how the levees would
collapse. Together with consulting company
Nelen & Schuurmans, Fugro developed a
levee portal, a powerful, multipurpose data
visualisation system for monitoring dike
strength analysis. Powered by Fugro’s GeODin
data management system, monitoring data
were processed, presented and used in realtime analyses.

The levee portal can be deployed during storm
surges or possible flood events to determine
failure levels, making it an invaluable aid to
decision-making. It can serve as an interface
for life cycle monitoring, and as a risk
management tool, during the construction
of levees. Using the levee portal and GeODin,
Fugro successfully predicted the failure of the
three levees.

is a relatively new discipline and one
which has not previously been used in
dike monitoring operations. Together with
geotechnical knowledge, this new discipline
will shape the future of smart levees and geo
risk management. With the development of
the DDSC Fugro will play an important role in
levee safety, not only in The Netherlands but
also in other worldwide locations.

SMART DATA MANAGEMENT
Following the IJkdijk experiments, an exciting
complementary development emerged in
the area of smart data management. With
the experience acquired during the validation
tests, Fugro and Nelen & Schuurmans were
awarded a contract to build the Dike Data
Service Centre (DDSC), a platform built around
a national database for the storage and
effective use of measurement data on dikes
and water barriers.

“The DDSC will help to standardise,
store, interpret and distribute dike
sensor data of smart dike systems.
This will enable water managers to
make informed decisions, reducing
flood risks both in daily operations
and during extreme storm and
flood conditions when every
second counts.”

Fugro will collect, store and process dike
monitoring data using both existing and
new technologies such as ‘BIG Data’ analysis
and change detection technology. The
development of applications for detecting
anomalies and making historical comparisons

Wouter Zomer
Director, Stichting IJkdijk

email > r.pot@fugro.nl, h.link@fugro.nl
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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Did you know?
Each month Fugro’s smallest vessels consume
around 50 tons of fuel whilst the largest
consume up to 375 tons.

REDUCING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The expected results will not only help
resource efficiency and improve reductions
in waste and costs but will identify potential
ways of reducing the carbon footprint of the
fleet. It will also demonstrate to clients Fugro’s
environmental commitment.
In September 2012 Fugro’s internal vessel
management provider was awarded an ISO
14001 certificate, setting out the criteria for an
environmental management system onboard
its fleet of sixteen geotechnical, survey and
subsea support vessels.
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The ISO 14001 framework provides assurance
that environmental impact is being measured
and reduced whilst complying with applicable
legislation (e.g. IMO requirements for an SEEMP).
An assessment of the environmental aspects
of a vessel highlighted the most obvious
focus point on the environmental agenda:
fuel reduction. A total of ten focus points were

Energy Eff icie

identified, ranging from technical measures
such as improved hull and propeller fouling
management; managerial measures including
engine management training; and the largest
energy saver - behavioural measures.
Simple, ‘act as you would at home’ measures,
were found to be very beneficial to the
fuel economics of a ship. A new awareness

nc y

...WHAT IT MEANS TO FUGRO


Protecting the environment. Every ton of fuel saved means over
3 tons less CO2 in the atmosphere



Balancing energy demands and usage to an optimal level



Reducing fuel costs



Understanding and anticipating high HSE standards set by clients



Investing in the future of the planet

Fugro is supporting IPLOCA in the
development of the latest edition of ‘The
Road to Success’ guidelines. This third edition
will provide designers and project owners
with state-of-the-art project development
and execution practices for onshore pipeline
projects. It is the result of collaborative work
from key industry players including major oil
and gas industry investors, design companies,
construction companies and specialised
contractors. The guidelines cover all stages in
the development of a pipeline project, from
planning to start-up and operations.
‘The Road to Success’ will incorporate insights
for the planning and scoping of geotechnical
and geophysical site investigations. As market
leader in survey technologies, Fugro provides
specialist input related to non-intrusive survey
techniques, which encompass a wide range
of technologies, from remote sensing using
satellite imagery, to onshore geophysics.

New project identifies energy saving measures

Recognising the importance of
achieving sound environmental
performance, Fugro has embarked
upon an extensive energy
efficiency project to control the
impact of its managed vessels.
Finalised in January 2013, the
project will identify effective
energy saving measures.

ROAD TO
SUCCESS

campaign encourages Fugro’s vessel crews
to turn off lights when leaving a room, to
maximise the load in washing machines,
(instead of washing a single pair of socks)
and to ‘request’ the power required to operate
larger items of equipment onboard. This
results in better utilisation of ships’ generators
(running extra generator power ‘just in case’
was becoming commonplace).

Main image: Fugro Symphony and
Fugro Saltire.
Inset image: Focus points included
engine management training.

Fugro assisted with comprehensive guidelines
to aid planners and designers in the selection
of appropriate survey techniques for a
particular pipeline application, bridging the
gap between survey technologies and practical
pipeline issues.
email > rdenis@fugro.be

All of the energy saving measures highlighted
during the project are being implemented
onboard Fugro’s managed vessels throughout
2013 in conjunction with monitoring and
evaluation of the measures introduced, with
initial results taking effect by the end of
the year.
By balancing short-term and long-term
interests and integrating economic,
environmental and social considerations
into business decisions, Fugro is improving
the efficiency of its vessel fleet while
remaining kind to the environment.
email > r.smit@fugro.nl
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ALB SURVEY
CANADIAN ARCTIC

TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

OPTIMISING ARCTIC
SURVEY OPERATIONS

With the Canadian Arctic survey season lasting little more than six weeks each
year the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) aims to optimise its survey
operations during this period.
The enormity of the region makes the
Arctic integral to ocean policy and critical
to national issues, such as sovereignty and
the maintenance of its economic, social and
cultural benefits. The CHS is responsible for
charting Canada’s 131,650 nautical miles of
coastline, conducting hydrographic surveys
and producing official nautical charts.
Fugro’s Airborne LiDAR Bathymetry (ALB)
surveying was selected by the CHS for its
multi-platform approach to hydrographic
surveying, as the system is highly efficient
for shallow and uncharted, hazardous waters.
SEABED IMAGERY
The ALB sensor uses two lasers: a red laser
reflects from the surface of the water and a
green laser penetrates water and reflects from
the seabed, provided operational conditions
(such as adequate water clarity and depth of
up to 60 metres) are present. A sensor in the
aircraft measures the time and intensity
08 I CROSS SECTION 24 I AUGUST 2013

of the reflections and the time difference
between the two reflections is used to
calculate the water depth. Analysis results
in seabed imagery which, among various
applications, can be used for classification.
In shallow waters, ALB survey is much more
efficient than conventional sonar surveys,
due to the significantly higher speed of an
aircraft compared to a vessel and the wider
swath of LiDAR sensor compared to that of
a multibeam system. By rapidly identifying
un-navigable waters, the ALB survey very
effectively complements vessel-based
surveys, enabling vessels to operate in the
safety of deeper waters.
ARCTIC CHARTING
Under a multi-year contract with the CHS,
Fugro supported the Arctic Charting and
Mapping Pilot Project during the summers
of 2011 and 2012. The project collects

hydrographic data for charting, marine
archaeology and ecosystem science.
As well as surveying the vast areas which
remain uncharted or poorly charted, the CHS
has been involved in the search for the lost
ships of the Franklin Expedition in the waters
of the Victoria Strait.

Did you know?
Alexandra Straight, King
William Island: LiDAR
bathymetry data overlaid on
nautical chart and imagery
of the land.

In summer 2012, Fugro supported Canada’s
search for Sir John Franklin’s ships using ALB
surveys, providing a rapid complementary
reconnaissance survey. Alongside the CHS
the search team included the Canadian Coast
Guard, the University of Victoria and the
Arctic Research Foundation.

The expedition was in pursuit of a longheld belief in the existence of an alternative
commercial sea route between Europe and
the trading nations of Asia. All of the
expedition members were lost and the
whereabouts of the ships is still unknown.

The location of the ships remains a mystery,
but Fugro is set to continue supporting
the CHS and other Canadian government
organisations in the Arctic.
email > kebrahim@fugro.com

In 1846 British Royal Navy officer,
John Franklin, was leading an expedition
to complete the charting of the so-called
‘Northwest Passage,’ when his two ships,
HMS Erebus and HMS Terror, became
trapped in ice off King William Island in
the Canadian Arctic.

Setting up ground
monitoring stations.
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES
MITIGATION
& REPORTING

GULF OF MEXICO

Species identified include
brown booby, false killer whale,
pantropical spotted dolphin,
laughing gull.

Photo courtesy of Capt. Clas Niit

OBSERVATION
AND MONITORING

Professional services for offshore energy and construction projects
Found on bridge wings and helidecks and in
instrument rooms of vessels from the frigid
waters of the Barents Sea to the prickly heat
of the Gulf of Guinea, Fugro’s marine mammal
and seabird team has recently extended its
work into the Gulf of Mexico.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Working in locations as diverse as the North
Sea, Greenland, Australia and West Africa,
Fugro’s dedicated marine mammal and
seabird team provides MMO and PAM services
and ESAS seabird and marine mammal
surveys to clients in the oil and gas and
renewables industries. A recent six-month
project in the Gulf of Guinea involved the
provision of effective 24-hour PAM mitigation
and MMO services utilising the latest JNCC
marine mammal mitigation procedures for
seismic projects.
The team stays up to date with the latest
developments in open-source ‘PAMGUARD’
software and PAM hardware, as well as
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keeping abreast of the relevant guidelines to
implement effective mitigation for marine
mammals for numerous oil and gas and
construction projects worldwide.
THE GULF OF MEXICO – PSO AND PAM
The Gulf of Mexico provides a new challenge
with strict BOEM and BSEE marine mammal
mitigation guidelines and reporting
requirements. Fugro’s observers have the
most up-to-date PSO training and the relevant
skillset to be able to identify all species of
large marine fauna, from turtles and dolphins
to whales or even manatees in the Gulf. The
PSOs are on constant watch during daylight
hours to ensure all whale and dolphin species
receive the relevant protection granted by the
BOEM shutdown and delay regulations within
a 500 metre exclusion zone.
While the PSOs provide constant watch during
daylight hours, the PAM team is responsible
for listening for marine mammal species
below the waves. They ensure that any whale

or dolphin receives the appropriate stop or
delay action when animals cannot be detected
visually, during periods of poor visibility and at
night. The team uses the latest software and
PAM equipment to detect and differentiate
cetacean groups within a 500 metre exclusion
zone. The use of PAM provides for 24-hour
mitigation, if required, thereby allowing seismic
operations to continue around the clock.
THE FUTURE
Fugro’s marine mammal and seabird team
is set to continue extending its dedicated
professional MMO, PSO, PAM and marine
mammal and seabird survey services around
the world. Its specialist knowledge of marine
regulations and requirements, along with
the latest developments in PAM software
and hardware, will assist the continued
development of the world’s natural resources,
whilst ensuring offshore seismic activities do
not adversely affect marine mammals.

The team stays up to date with the
latest developments in open-source
‘PAMGUARD’ software.

Fugro’s observers have
the most up-to-date PSO
training and the relevant
skillset to be able to
identify all species of
large marine fauna, from
turtles and dolphins to
whales or even manatees
in the Gulf.

email > jo.wharam@fugroemu.com
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PROJECT REPORT

TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

SUBSEA INSPECTION

THE WORLD’S LARGEST
OFFSHORE WIND FARM

Simulation technology identifies risks, validates designs
and aids preparation
As hydrocarbon recovery increasingly takes
place in harsher and more environmentally
sensitive environments, operators seek new
solutions to ensure the success and safety of
subsea projects.
Harsher environments introduce new
risks which, if not managed and mitigated
adequately, can result in damage to (or loss of)
expensive equipment, vessel cost overruns or
even an environmental incident. Meanwhile the
pressures on time and cost remain. Fugro and
its clients are developing new technologies and
methodologies to deploy and maintain subsea
production systems in such environments.

WELD INSPECTION CHALLENGE
In a project to validate designs for a
new ACFM tool and for its subsequent
deployment, Fugro’s simulator was used
from the outset. This informed engineers
about detailed design and flight dynamics
and gave them confidence in potential
solutions before the final design was
selected for manufacture. By using
simulation so early in the process, project
engineers and offshore teams were able to
discuss and refine the design quickly and
better understand implementation issues.
The simulator also helped to improve
camera positioning on the ROV and the tool,
making the operator’s task simpler. Using
the same models, Fugro trained operators
in the use of the manipulator system and
developed operational procedures to ensure
proper umbilical management. Videos of
the system in operation also assisted with
hazard identification.

ACFM tool deployment during
platform node inspections.
12 I CROSS SECTION 24 I AUGUST 2013

To ensure continuing safety in harsh
environments and to extend operational
capabilities, jacket structures require frequent
inspections. ROV deployed ACFM-based weld
inspection tools used for this purpose present
specific design challenges. To devise optimal
procedures for reach, access, cleaning and
measurement, engineers need to understand
where the ROV or tool skid should be
positioned and how the manipulator needs
to be orientated. Completing the job correctly
and efficiently leads to better coverage, higher
quality results and significant cost savings.
email > s.marr@fugrogrl.com

Benefits of Sim

ulation

London Array is jointly owned by DONG Energy,
Masdar and E.ON. Located in the UK’s Outer
Thames Estuary, the development has 175
wind turbines and two offshore substations
generating 630 MW of power.

 Training and operations rehearsal
can begin sooner
 SIT is completed in less time,
using fewer resources
 Offshore team is better prepared to:

email > t.hodgson@fugro.com

- ensure the tool works as intended,
		 first time

“From early feasibility studies through
design, consent and development
Fugro has been involved at all stages
and we continue to play an active role
now during operations. This project
truly demonstrates the collective
breadth of services that we are able
to provide to offshore wind farm
developers and contractors.”
Tony Hodgson
Global Business Development Manager,
Fugro Renewable Services

- deal with unexpected events
- ensure the mission remains
		 on schedule
 Risks are reduced
 Effectiveness is demonstrated
in a 3D visual playback

Photo courtesy of London Array Limited

Using simulation at key points during the
project lifecycle enables Fugro to rapidly
identify risks and address inappropriate
operating procedures. Simulation is now
built into every project phase to validate
designs and increase confidence so that

difficult and costly design changes after the
front-end engineering stage can be avoided.
Showing how solutions will be implemented
and predicting how long they will take
makes scheduling easier, no matter what is
encountered in the field.

Fugro has been involved at all stages of the
development of a flagship renewable energy
project which has set a new record as the
world’s largest offshore wind farm.

NUMEROUS ROLES FOR FUGRO
AT LONDON ARRAY:


Installation of 70 metre high met
mast (2004)



Pre-construction environmental surveys



UXO surveys including preliminary 		
clearance surveys for jack-up and
vessel locations



Positioning support for contractors



Geophysical and geotechnical site
survey for turbine foundations and
elements of cable route (summer 2007
spring 2008)



Metocean measurements to ensure
safe and effective working



Maintenance services for metocean buoys

PIONEERING SURVEY
HELPS MANAGEMENT OF RISKS
THE OFFSHORE
PROGRAMME:

As part of pre-construction work for the first
offshore wind farm in the USA, developer
Cape Wind has undertaken one of the most
comprehensive geophysical surveys in
the history of the US North Atlantic Outer
Continental Shelf for construction engineering.
The wind farm is to be constructed on
Horseshoe Shoal in Nantucket Sound,
providing power for the Cape and Islands.
Appointed as lead contractor, Fugro conducted
a geophysical survey and geotechnical ground
investigations in order to guide Cape Wind’s
design engineering and installation planning.
Integrating both types of data, a high quality
definition of seafloor and subsurface conditions
and their variability was developed.

Geophysical survey state-of-the-art acoustic
imaging to map the seafloor
and layers beneath
Acquisition and analysis
of vibrocore samples helping to ensure no cultural
artefacts present

The offshore programme involved up to fifty
scientists, engineers, archaeologists and
geologists and a range of specialised vessels.
email > tmcneilan@fugro.com

Cone Penetration Tests measuring soil characteristics
Geotechnical exploration deep CPTs and deep borings
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PROJECT REPORT
SUBSEA JACKET
INSTALLATION

AUSTRALIA

New Starfix.PHI software and tailored RTK hardware for subsea jacket installation.
The offshore installation phase of one of
Australia’s largest domestic gas developments
was undertaken between October 2010 and
June 2012. At over 600 days, this incorporated
Fugro’s longest-running offshore construction
support project in Australia.
The multi-billion dollar Kipper Tuna Turrum
project lies in the Gippsland Basin off the
Victoria coast in Bass Strait. Fugro was awarded
the survey services contract by McDermott
Australia, the project’s primary fabrication and
installation contractor. The offshore installation
phase involved three new pipelines, a new
platform, a riser access tower, numerous
seabed structures and the laying and trenching
of umbilicals to control the subsea wells.
Fugro supplied metocean services, including
real-time display of wave data on McDermott’s
derrick lay barge, DB30, along with equipment
and personnel. Specialist dimensional control
surveyors determined the as-built dimensions
of two new jackets, associated topside and
subsea structures. They subsequently travelled
offshore to conduct final as-built surveys of the
newly installed platform topsides.

POSITION
HEADING
INCLINATION

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
The new platform and riser access tower
were to be linked by bridges to existing
platforms, so the positioning of the new jacket
relative to each adjacent platform was critical.
The position tolerance was ±1 metre and
heading and inclination tolerances ±3° and
±0.6° respectively.

Accurate Insta

Fugro developed an innovative solution for
positioning each jacket on the seabed within
the specified tolerances for position, orientation
and inclination. An RTK solution with the base
station located on the adjacent platform was a
primary requirement and Fugro chose to further
develop an RTK system to provide real-time
positioning and attitude measurement of
the jacket.
The hardware consisted of existing equipment
from Fugro’s inventory – Starfix HP8200 DGPS
receivers and Teledesign radio modems –
which was built into an IP65 rated enclosure
with sufficient battery power for the operation.
The HP8200 receivers were configured for RTK
GPS operation and two radio modems were
used in each remote unit to receive RTK data
on one frequency and then transmit the unit’s
position back to a receiver on the DB30 barge,
which controlled the operation.
Four remote units were designed and built
in-house by Fugro’s technicians. This provided
a level of redundancy in the operation as
a minimum of two units were required for
measuring jacket positioning and orientation
and three were needed to measure jacket
position, orientation and inclination in real time.
NEW SOFTWARE MODULE
Concurrent with the development of the
hardware, Fugro wrote a new module for
its Starfix.Seis software. The classic vessel
scenario in Starfix.Seis sets a priority order to
the positioning inputs as selected by the user.
The new module, named Starfix.PHI, accepts

up to four position inputs and applies no
priority weighting, thus treating them with
equal importance by rigorously calculating the
mean position, heading and inclination for
the structure.

Jacket installation operations.

The new system was mobilised to the DB30
barge prior to the first jacket installation and
readily demonstrated its suitability for wider
applications in the oil and gas and
other industries.

“Fugro’s valuable combination
of local expertise and group
resources produced an innovative
solution to a particular problem,
meeting the specific requirements
of both McDermott and the joint
venture operator.”
James McCawley,
Project Manager, Fugro Survey
email > j.mccawley@fugro.com

llation

Both jackets were installed on target within required tolerances
using the newly developed combination of hardware and software
as the primary positioning method.
Photo courtesy of ExxonMobil Australia

Jacket

Position

Heading

Inclination

1

0.30m

0.30°

0.18°

2

0.80m

2.26°

0.24°
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

DIVING OPERATIONS
Continued global growth leads to new partnerships
Fugro’s worldwide diving services are
underpinned by a team of highly trained
and certified divers and include both air
and saturation diving. With representation
on key industry diving committees, such as
the International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (OGP), the International Marine
Contractors Association (IMCA) and the
Society for Underwater Technology (SUT),
the company’s clients include oil and gas
operators, engineering contractors and
government agencies.
BRAZIL OPERATIONS
Offshore Brazil is the location for Fugro’s
largest scale diving operations with three
saturation DP DSVs and ten air diving systems
supporting a range of clients, vessels, FPSOs
and rigs. With dives often reaching depths
of 300 metres, Fugro is considered to be
amongst the world leaders for deep saturation
diving. At dive sites where space is limited,
Fugro’s recently introduced innovative
compact offshore air diving system enables
rapid mobilisation.

cameras and light supplies for divers together
with extra electric and hydraulic power for
subsea hand tools, they provide an efficient
and safe work platform for inspection, survey
and light construction work.
JOINT VENTURES AND WORKING ALLIANCES
To pursue the growing number of subsea
projects in construction, diving, ROV and other
services for the offshore energy industry in
the Asia Pacific region, Fugro has entered
into a 50/50 strategic partnership with Cal
Dive International Inc. Combining expertise,
the partnership has confirmed the long-term
charter of the DP2 Toisa Paladin - a 2007
purpose built, DNV classed DSV. For diving
services in the Middle East and India region,
Fugro has Memorandums of Understanding
with DCN Global LLC and IGOPL (International
Grout Operations Private Limited).
email > p.evans@fugro.com

Fugro diver
carries out subsea
inspection tasks.

Saturation diving
chamber living
complex.

FUGRO’S DIVING SERVICES SUPPORT:

EUROPE AND WEST AFRICA
In Norwegian coastal waters, Fugro operates a
four point mooring diving vessel and in West
Africa, air diving services are provided from a
DP DSV. Other vessels include light dive boats
or ‘daughter craft’ - small self-contained diving
platforms, designed to operate remotely from
the mother vessel or platform. With built-in

FIRST IMAGES OF UNDERWATER DISCOVERY

When Fugro participated in a research
project with a well-known Brazilian family
group, its specialist equipment and
personnel acquired film and images of
a sunken World War II submarine.

Photos Copyright Schurmann Film Company 2012
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The Schürmanns were the first Brazilian
family to circumnavigate the world on a
sailboat and are the only ones to have done
it twice. Their second adventure retraced the
16th century route of Ferdinand Magellan’s
fleet and the Magellan Global Adventure was
followed on the internet by more than 1.5
million people.
In an expedition led by the Schürmanns to
find the sunken German submarine U-513, the
wreck was discovered in 2011 using sidescan

sonar. Located at a depth of 135 metres,
it is 85 kilometres off the coast of Santa
Catarina State in Southern Brazil.
To acquire images for a planned film about
the World War II submarine, Fugro undertook
eighteen ROV dives. Its Seaeye Falcon ROV,
an observation class vehicle, acquired digital
images and several hours of video for the film.
Read more about the film: use your
smartphone to scan the code.



Subsea repair and maintenance



Platform and vessel inspection services



Construction support



Non-destructive testing



Structure cleaning



Component change-out



Subsea intervention



Emergency response call-out support

GERMAN SUBMARINE U-513


During WWII, Captain Friedrich 		
Guggenberger’s mission was to sink all
allied shipping between Buenos Aires
and Rio de Janeiro



U-513 sank six ships, including two 		
American and one Brazilian, and
damaged two



On 19th July 1943, the U-boat was 		
attacked by an American PBM-5
Mariner seaplane which dropped six 		
225-pound bombs



Two bombs hit the submarine which 		
quickly sank; 46 crew members died 		
and 7 survived, including the captain

email > m.scholtes@fugro-br.com
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OUR BUSINESS

Did you know?
Seabed Geosolutions Joint Venture:
Ownership - Fugro 60%, CGG 40%
Formed - February 2013
Market share - approx 40%

DISCOVER MORE

Optimising surveys, from shallow water to depths of 3,000 metres
Seabed Geosolutions, a Fugro and CGG joint
venture company, is the largest ocean bottom
seismic acquisition contractor in the world.
The strengths of both parent companies,
together with commercial and technical
synergies with Fugro’s subsea activities,
enables it to address the rapidly growing
seabed geophysical arena, where 4D seismic
repeatability is aiding field exploitation.
The company’s technology offerings provide
acquisition capabilities from shallow water
transition zones to deepwater subsea
development fields, down to +3,000 metres
of water.

“We are starting to see significant global
tendering activity for our OBN and OBC
crews with a goal to secure firm backlog
for all crews for the next 12-24 months.
The strong interest from our global client
base was exemplified at this year’s EAGE
conference, where Seabed Geosolutions had
client meetings scheduled from the opening
hours to the very end of the 3-day event.”
Hans Meyer,
CEO, Seabed Geosolutions

A diverse and unique array of seabed
imaging technologies includes ocean bottom
node (OBN), ocean bottom cable (OBC),
permanent reservoir monitoring (PRM)
and electromagnetic (EM) data acquisition,
processing and analysis. The joint venture
aims to package shareholder assets and
services such as ROVs and trenching from
Fugro and data processing from CGG, to
provide a seamless full spectrum of offerings.
The technology permits access to areas where
infrastructure and other surface obstructions
do not allow streamer data acquisition, whilst

the nodal acquisition technique (ROV deployed)
allows for improved seismic coverage where
dense subsea infrastructure limits the use of
cable-deployed systems. These innovative
seabed geophysical solutions are provided
primarily to the offshore energy industry with
a focus on the development and production
phases of oil and gas fields. The collection of
full azimuth broadband seismic data, with a
high signal to noise ratio, assists in resolving
reservoir complexity, improves inversions and
refines reservoir development decisions.
Significant strides have been made to secure
continuous backlog for the OBN crews, pushing
their first availability well into 2014. Similar
successes are also developing for the OBC and
shallow water acquisition crews.
Seabed Geosolutions operates from offices in
the Americas, Europe, Russia, the Middle East,
Singapore and Australia. More information can
be found online: use your smartphone to scan
the code.

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS
Seabed Acquisition Services





Shallow Water & Transition Zone
Intermediate Depth & Deepwater
Permanent Reservoir Monitoring
Electromagnetic & Magnetotelluric

Seabed Acquisition Solutions





4D Solutions
Carbon Capture & Storage
Arctic Solutions
Multiclient Solutions

Post-Acquisition Services




Processing
Interpretation
Reservoir Characterisation

email > mwallace@sbgs.com
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2260 AA Leidschendam
The Netherlands
T: +31 (0)70 311 1422
E: crosssection@fugro.com
www.fugro.com

